A cDNA library functional screening strategy based on fluorescent protein complementation assays to identify novel components of signaling pathways.
Progress towards a deeper understanding of cellular biochemical networks demands the development of methods to both identify and validate component proteins of these networks. Here, we describe a cDNA library screening strategy that achieves these aims, based on a protein-fragment complementation assay (PCA) using green fluorescent protein (GFP) as a reporter. The strategy combines a simple cell-based cDNA-screening approach (interactions of a "bait" protein of interest with "prey" cDNA products) with specific functional assays that use the same system and provide initial validation of the cDNA products as being biologically relevant. We applied this strategy to identify novel interacting partners of the protein kinase PKB/Akt. This method provides very general means of identifying and validating genes involved in any cellular process and is particularly designed for identifying enzyme substrates or regulatory proteins for which the enzyme specificity can only be defined by their interactions with other proteins in cells in which the proteins are normally expressed.